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Lost species 



Environmental citizenship 

• Conditions and consequences of the active 
participation of citizens in local and global 
environmental challenges 

• Environmentally aware actions (public or private) 
driven by a belief in justice and co-creation of 
sustainable politics 

• Recognising value of livable environments, 
promoting conservation of resources, and 
supporting nature protection and biodiversity 



Naming 



Endling 

Thylacine in Richard Lydekker,  A hand-book to the marsuplialia and monotremata (1896) 



NMA exhibit 

• National Museum of 
Australia, Canberra 

• Tangled Destinies gallery 

















Andrew Schultz, Endling, Op. 72 



Laura Ball, Endling Series 
 

Incas (2014) and Benjamin (2012) 



 For a moment it seemed as if 

the wind answered, throwing 

smoke and dust into Servitor’s 

face. ‘How did the others die?’ 

 ‘Take this,’ the Endling said, 

tapping a finger on its eye. The 

Endling lowered its head, and the 

eye rattled. 

 Servitor wrapped his fingers 

around the eye and pulled. The 

cylinder wouldn’t come loose. 

 ‘Remember,’ the Endling said, 

‘everything dies. Every species 

must have its Endling.’ 
 

Michael Barry, “The Endling” (2002) 



Power in words 

• Endling named a thing 

• People do read the labels! 

• Emotional connections to the idea through the 
word 



Environmental citizenship thru extinction? 

• Narrative in a museum -> narrative in art -> new 
discourse of extinction 

• Recognition of a problem through naming 

• Increased environmental awareness (citizenship 
prerequisite) 

• Artists being environmental citizens through their 
activities of art-making 

 

 



Environmental citizenship as a humanities 
role! 

• Extinction – the condition of the end of a 
species 

•Memory – the historical position of that 
extinction 

• Remembrance – the acts of making that 
memory manifest 

• Emotions – the feelings that are activated 
in the remembrance 
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Remembering Extinction 
http://newnatures.org/extinction/ 

Projects:  
• Beyond Dodos and Dinosaurs: Displaying 

Extinction and Recovery in Museums 
• Extinction as Cultural Heritage? 


